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Glad You’re Here!
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Michele Bilyeu


	Salem/Oregon , Douglas/Alaska
	Sharing my blogging and creative arts and quilting journey from Douglas, Alaska to Salem, Oregon. My life and my art created with my hands and from my heart.


View my complete profile







Thank You for Over 10 Million Visits!
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Have a Smart Phone?
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Here's My QR Blog Code, if the fancy one doesn't work ;-)






My Tutorials, Projects for All Seasons and Reasons!
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Ideas, Tips, Inspiration Galore!
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Free Quilt Patterns
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Quilter's ADD: Most Stash, She Won!
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Angel Wraps , Gowns, and Preemie Blankets + NICU Gowns: Updated 2022
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Making an Adult Bib
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How To Make A Quillow
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Disappearing 4,9,16 And Other Patch and Twist/Turn Variations!
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Making Fidget Blankets & Quilts: Free Tutorials and Ideas Updated 2021
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What It Reallly Costs to Make a Quilt: Updated!
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Making Preemie Quilts
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Quilting Poems, Sayings, Superstitions, and Folklore
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Free Quilt Patterns: UPDATED 2019
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Prayer Flags in Historical and Personal Perspectives
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In Color Order
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(More) Adventures in Thrifting



                      -
                    


Happy Tuesday! Today I have the next installment of adventures in thrifting 
where I share my recent thrift store finds. I've found some real goodies 
latel...


43 minutes ago
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Exuberant Color
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Ready to final scrutiny................



                      -
                    




A final decision: I would just make 2 more blocks and then sew it 
together.  I made the 2 blocks last night and now I will decide if any 
blocks need to ...
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The Patchery Menagerie
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How Do You Work?



                      -
                    



 While I haven't got a specific retirement date in mind yet, it's coming. 
I've spent the last few months training Ben, a lovely young man, who will 
be ta...


5 hours ago
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::More Whiffs, Glimmers & Left Oeuvres::
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Dyfest eclipsed



                      -
                    




 Did I mention the magic ingredient is sweat? All the thread has been 
washed,rinsed,and laid out to dry. Tomorrow we'll see what gives. I worked 
slowly....


7 hours ago
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Quilty Folk
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All the Applique Projects



                      -
                    



I'm having trouble making enough time for quilting these days. I so thought 
that I'd be back on track and plowing through all the many ideas 
percolating!...


7 hours ago
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Pieces and Resistance
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Take What is Offered



                      -
                    



Yes, today was Totality here in Rochester, and though yesterday was picture 
perfect clear blue sky, today was not. We Rochesterians accept that, and 
take...


8 hours ago
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I'm Going to Texas (version 2.0)





Liminal



                      -
                    

I took notes … And in a last minute flash of inspiration, I made a video 
(we were in our daughter’s backyard), but WordPress doesn’t like that it’s 
4 minut...


13 hours ago
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Dee Mallon and Cloth Company





Eclipse day ramble



                      -
                    

Noon eclipse day. Stock on. Bird bought after blood draw. How steady I am 
cutting the onion, the potatoes! I find the joint between thigh and breast 
easily...


17 hours ago
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Sew Slowly
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Using up the rejects



                      -
                    



While I was trying to figure out how to make something I liked out of the 
octagons, I made various other bits and pieces too.  I tried combining them 
wit...


17 hours ago
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A Quilter's Table
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Spot On



                      -
                    



Back in January, I was doing some stash-sorting, and came up with several 
groupings I was ready to part with - a little fabric here, a collection of 
rand...


18 hours ago
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PINK PAPER COTTAGE
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One room at a time.....



                      -
                    

It's been a little over a month since I last wrote. I've gotten ALOT done 
in that month!

I was on such a mission to get all the boxes unpacked in my house....


21 hours ago
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Feel Free





Eclipse



                      -
                    

it's all about light and dark...


22 hours ago
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Me & My Quilts ~ Exploring the Possibilities
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Two Finishes



                      -
                    



Finish No. 1 - some of you may remember the Smile Journal cover from last 
year (shared in THIS POST).


Since then I've made no less than three sets of pa...


1 day ago
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ARTISUN
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EASTER AND BIRTHDAY BLESSINGS



                      -
                    



Funny,
 I never thought in a million years I'd be 68, 
but this is what it looks like after a lot of hard work in the gym, Pilates,
Intermittent Fasting an...


1 day ago
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Gefilte Quilt
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Four Windmills, 55 Years



                      -
                    



Ever since moving to Southern California 30 years ago, I have marveled at 
the region's windmills, especially the miles of them between my Los Angeles 
hom...
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Sew Many Quilts - Too Little Time
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On A Roll



                      -
                    



I'm still busy quilting donated quilt tops and it's great to get so many 
finished. Taking a break from receiving donations gave me a chance to sort 
throu...
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Kathy's Quilts
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Slow Sunday Stitching



                      -
                    



Welcome to the weekly celebration of the art of slowly stitching by hand! 
We encourage you to slow down, breathe deeply, take a few stitches, and 
enjoy s...


2 days ago
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Mia Bloom Designs
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Creating 6 collages in 6 days (March 30 - April 4, 2024)



                      -
                    



I knew this past week was going to be very busy leaving a limited time to 
create art. I show how to create one collage in under 30 minutes each 
day.Thank...


2 days ago
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O'Quilts
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A Crisp and Sunny and Lovely Day



                      -
                    




 First up...my steal from Trader Joe's.  There were tons of these Hyacinths 
with three stalks.  Lucky me found one squished in the back with NINE 
stalks...


3 days ago
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By Taniwa
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Family photos



                      -
                    

I finally got some photos from Leiya that I wanted to post here for 
posterity.  Photo shower ahead!

The day before I left for my return trip to Japan, Leiy...


3 days ago
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Notes from Norma
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More Hoop Art



                      -
                    



 I am enjoying working on these embroidery letters This one is for my 
sister, Ruthie. I used the same color palette as my N and played around 
with flower...


3 days ago
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From the Magpie's Nest
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Weekly Stitch Entries for March (photo heavy post)



                      -
                    



 In case you didn't know, I'm keeping a stitch journal with Kathryn on 
YouTube this year. We're not learning new embroidery stitches though. It's 
more of...


3 days ago
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AHIQ: Improvisational Utility Quilts
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Update on Improv BoM



                      -
                    

Hi all, just a quick reminder that the new improv block comes out on the 
first Friday of each month, so April is now available. 
Here's a review of what we ...


3 days ago
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LuAnn Kessi
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Turkey Vultures...



                      -
                    



 

They're Baaaack !

*Turkey Vultures*

It is officially Spring when the

*turkey vultures* return to Western Oregon






We counted 25 of them today!

T...


4 days ago
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Creations -  Quilts, Art, Whatever by Nina-Marie Sayre
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Hemming Pants on Off the Wall Friday



                      -
                    



 *Okay, *I have some secrets and since we've gotten close lately, I thought 
I would share 'cause what's good having a secret unless you're going to 
share...
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Kwilty Pleasures
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QuiltCon COMMUNITY OUTREACH QUILTS



                      -
                    



QuiltCon 2024
Raleigh NC
Community Outreach Quilts

I tried  to get Artists Statements…missed a few. 
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.Quiltscapes.
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Quilted Shoes!!



                      -
                    




I recently had the chance to *take* a class at a retreat where I was 
teaching, which doesn't happen very often!  How could I resist quilted 
shoes!?! 

L...


5 days ago
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tales from the birdhut
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haiku, books, discipline



                      -
                    







*2 4 '24*
*Today a rainy bike ride*
*Never thought I would enjoy it as *
*much!*



*1 iv 2024*

*April Fool*
*Black dog howling*
*At the bitch in heat...
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cas holmes textiles
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Art Textiles Made in Britain and SAQA



                      -
                    



 
Art Textiles: Made in Britain  is currently exhibiting Illuminate at  Sevenoaks 
Kaleidoscope Art Gallery. Join us for a Meet the Artists Session on 
Sat...


5 days ago
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Uta Lenk - justquilts
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Café Leisure, sort of.



                      -
                    



 Having moved north, bi-weekly, my type of leisure activities after work 
has changed a lot. 

 


*My favorite swimming spot, this afternoon, with a cuddl...


6 days ago
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Fret Not Yourself
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Relatives



                      -
                    

Cultivate the habit of being grateful for every good thing that comes to 
you, 
and to give thanks continuously. And because all things have contributed to 
...


1 week ago
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JulieKQuilts
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Puffins!!



                      -
                    




Hello to everyone!!!  Above is my Puffin quilt progress.  All the blocks 
are together, and an orange border has been added.  Hurrah!!  Now for 
something...


1 week ago
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Robbie's Paw Prints
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Easter 2024



                      -
                    



Well, another amazing brunch put on my our DIL, Kris!  She and Darrin 
always entertain and do a wonderful job of it!  Darrin did make sausage 
patties, li...


1 week ago
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The ThreadCatcher
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Good Friday/Easter Weekend



                      -
                    






That little fur doll is Cassie.  My neighbor was pup sitting for a couple 
of days and we both just adore Cassie.  We brought her over to my house to 
c...


1 week ago
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A Little Bit Biased
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Rough and Tumble Quilt in Red, White and Blue



                      -
                    

 Red, white and blue is one of my favorite color combos and I'm a firm 
believer that one can never have too many red, white and blue quilts.  I 
have a coup...


1 week ago
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Mystic Quilter
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Having too much of a good thing



                      -
                    



Does the post title strike a chord with any other quilters besides myself? I 
think it may do so. I recall a post from Julierose some time ago in which 
sh...


1 week ago
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Crafty Home Cottage
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Too Busy Too Blog



                      -
                    



 


I've been so busy lately.

Two new quilts done and given as gifts.

Plus painting the barn red ☺





One of the quilts was done in fabric 
for my "Bee...


1 week ago
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Stuff You Can't Have
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Gritty Urban Interactive Wear: Alarmed!



                      -
                    



 
Does this woman look alarmed?
Well she is!

This fashion statement was inspired by a little gadget called "She's 
Birdie," a personal safety alarm (pull ...


2 weeks ago
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Judy's Journal
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The ice went out



                      -
                    



March 1 2024
When we left on our road trip at the beginning of March, the ice still 
covered Manitowaning Bay,  

and while we were gone, the ice went out....


2 weeks ago
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THE INSIDE STORI BY MARY STORI





IN TRANSIT



                      -
                    



 Followers......I'm in transit to CA.....you can find my travel log on my 
Facebook page....please visit that for the time being.....

https://www.facebook...


2 weeks ago
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High Road Quilter
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Pinwheel Quilt Blog Hop



                      -
                    



 Hello everyone! Welcome to my blog, High Road Quilter. It is my day to 
post my progress on my Pinwheel Quilt as a part of a blog hop hosted by 
Carol Swi...


2 weeks ago
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Terry Aske Art Quilt Studio





‘Two Buds and a Blossom’ – 2024.03.18



                      -
                    

I was so pleased with ‘Witch Hazel Magic‘ (previous post), that I decided 
to do something similar for my entry to the annual textile art exhibit 
Cherry Blo...


3 weeks ago
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The Art of Living - susies-scraps.com





Dilly Bag Quilt – Merry Go Round



                      -
                    

Dilly Bag Quilt - Merry Go Round susies-scraps.com


3 weeks ago
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Art in search
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Projects in the Pipeline



                      -
                    



     When it was time for the retreat, I went into a cutting frenzy to get 
ready as I had no projects at a point to bring. Cutting is always easier 
for m...


3 weeks ago
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Sew Joy
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Romance Garden Blog Tour - Triangle Pursuit quilt



                      -
                    



 Welcome to my day on the Romance Garden Blog Tour.

The fabric featured is a signature line for Sherry Shish of Powered by 
Quilting. This was the perfect...


4 weeks ago
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wabi-sabi quilts
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Flower Garden Appliqué quilt finish - finally!



                      -
                    



 

Late last night I finished tacking back the binding on the Flower Garden 
appliqué quilt.  

This quilt was 3 1/2 years in the making.  I'm so happy to ...


4 weeks ago
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Linda Germain





Add a focus to your gelatin print



                      -
                    



It is easy to make textured and patterned pieces of gelatin plate printed 
paper. This is a great way to get started with gelatin printmaking. You can 
lea...


1 month ago
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The Silly BooDilly
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Stitch Journals: How to Create and Use Coptic Bound Fabric Books, for Slow 
Stitch Exploration and Expression



                      -
                    



*Photo: A stack of hand-painted signatures waiting to be bound into stitch 
journals.*

Back in July of 2022 during a studio clean, I found a couple of sma...


1 month ago
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Claire Sherman Art





First finish of 2024



                      -
                    

  This week I finished quilting and binding my Seed Pods quilt. I used a 
facing, sometimes called an infinity binding rather than a traditional 
binding. It...


1 month ago
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earthmotherwithin
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A quilt finish, a new machine and more fixing things



                      -
                    



When I wrote my last post about fixing things, DH had a plan on how to fix 
the pot plant stand which was buckling. I am happy to report that this 
circle ...


2 months ago
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The Endeavourers
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New Prompt



                      -
                    



 A big thank you for the last group of quilts! Amazing work, everybody! I 
really enjoy being a part of this group!

It's time to choose the prompt for nex...


2 months ago
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Tanglewood Threads
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Winter’s Finally Here



                      -
                    




 Winter arrived over the weekend

Beautiful thick sticky snow

Just in time for my birthday!



It will be quiet here because

 one Rust Pup has been hobb...


2 months ago
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Art Quilts by Kathy York
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Siblings



                      -
                    

Siblings
76" x 37"


This work is composed of two selfies, one of my brother and one of me. It 
always shocks me to see the stark contrast between myself and...


2 months ago
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It's Crow Time





gone… gone… gone…



                      -
                    

In Memory of Roderick Wyn Morgan aka Old Man Crow June 7th, 1947 to January 
19th, 2022The illustrated lyrics of Old Man Crow Part 1The illustrated 
lyrics o...


2 months ago
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listen to the road
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Recycled picture frames



                      -
                    



I sent a fabric piece to a friend and heard back from them that the prices 
at frame stores

have gone up a lot. I'm posting a tutorial about reusing thrif...


3 months ago
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Art With a Needle
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Daily art on the cruise 2



                      -
                    



I wrote in my last post about a large piece of stitching that I did on my 
cruise, and said that I was not pleased with the result.  

The next piece I wor...


5 months ago
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windthread





release



                      -
                    

i woke this morning and again....that sense of Lost, of flat~ness, of not 
knowing how i can go. i made the tea, did the Usuals and it clung....the 
word was...


7 months ago
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bee creative





always something to learn from the garden



                      -
                    

Jude's post today reminded me of something that I have been watching for 
the last month... A pansy that is a volunteer from one that grew in a pot 
just abo...


7 months ago
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handstories





Some stitching, paintings, a memory, and a long processing of letting go...



                      -
                    

"Moon Charms" We did not get to see the Super Moon, but I imagined it. 
"Humming of Home" The pink print of the house brough back memories of the 
"kids' cup...


7 months ago
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Posie Gets Cozy





Fastest Summer Ever



                      -
                    

Hello, dear friends! I'm so sorry I've been absent here for so long! Summer 
has been so wonderfully busy and full of joy. We have been doing lots of 
things...


7 months ago
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Raven and Sparrow





Gray runner redux



                      -
                    

We are fortunate to have an avid fisherman for a neighbor who does not care 
for salmon. Yesterday he generously offered us a freshly caught king salmon 
whi...


8 months ago
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Stuff You Can't Have







                      -
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Michele Bilyeu Creates *With Heart and Hands*
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Deep in the Heart of Textiles
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Linda Germain







                      -
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I LOVE My Friends Connect Readers!!!
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Pinterest


Follow Michele's board Michele Bilyeu: www.with-heart-and-hands.com and http://freequiltpatterns.blogspot.com on Pinterest.






Keeping watch with love and light ❣
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